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Seeking a Database Assistant position, responsible for Managing numerous streams 
of revenue and ensure all gifts are processed accurately and in a timely manner and 
all donors receive acknowledgment letters promptly.

EXPERIENCE

Database Assistant
ABC Corporation - 2005 – 2005

 Collaborated with Department Heads as the Power User in reinventing
new systems to track and report donor and patron information more 
effectively which in turn simplified our reconciliations dramatically.

 Setup automatic triggers &amp; reports in order to ensure up to the 
hour integrity of the database.

 Developed a reputation for being the Go-To Manager for questions 
regarding the Tessitura software spanning across all Departments 
currently utilizing the database.

 Trusted and efficient in daily input of gifts such as checks, stock, 
credit cards, online donations &amp; cash.

 Re-coded acknowledgment letters using word merge &amp; 
generated, stamped, and sent out letters daily.

 Trained staff on all components within Tessitura, Microsoft Excel, 
&amp; Microsoft Word - developing the reputation as the Tessitura 
Guru.

 Served as primary webmaster contact, providing customer support as
well as updates to our website.

Database Assistant 
Delta Corporation - 2001 – 2005

 Provide database support at the state and county fairs for the 
Nebraska 4-H ShoWorks program Design custom.

 Worked with 4D Database Microsoft Office 365, including Excel and 
Word.

 Receptionist, Answered phones, assisted walk-ins, Answered front 
desk emails, and dealt with incoming mail accordingly.

 Vague Training on Salesforce, Fonteva, and Member nation.
 Create and generate Crystal Reports for Program Officers and 

Advancement staff.
 Maintain Raisers Edge constituent and grant data; enter and 

acknowledge donor gifts.
 helped locate articles and used the library databases at the National 

Library of Medicine Scanned, researched, and organized articles for 
medical.
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EDUCATION

 Bachelor Of Science

SKILLS

Database Management Skills, Good Communication&nbsp; SKills, Training SKills.
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